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Abstract

Described is a program, PAFMOV, that formats data from a PAFEC level 3.3
backing storage file (BSF) into a form suitable for MOVIE.BYU version 3.3.
With the addition of a new control module, PAFMOV has been fully inte-
grated into the PAFEC system at Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL). A
discussion of the FORTRAN program is presented as well as a sample
problem.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The graphical representation of finite-element data is a requirement

for efficient large-scale finite-element analyses. It has been the subject

of numerous technical reports and articles during the past two decades and

will continue to be on the forefront of computational analysis. Two excel-

lent programs that perform different functions in the pre- and postprocess-

ing of finite element data are PAFEC1 and MOVIE.BYU.2 This report presents

a subprogram, PAFMOV, that formats data suitable for MOVIE.BYU.

The PAFEC system is a collection of 11 modular phases that operate on

a backing store file (BSF) designed for automatic finite element analysis.

PAFEC modules generate meshes, apply loads, enforce constraints, display

finite element data, solve static and dynamic displacement problems, and

display results. These modules can be run in a time-sharing pode but are

not individually run interactively. PIGS,3 a separate PAFEC system module,

can be used in an interactive mode for mesh generation and for both pre-

and postprocessing of the PAFEC finite element data.

MOVIE.BYU is an interactive program for the display and animation of

any model composed of panels defined by 2-12 vertices. Among the options

available to the user of program MOVIE.BYU are the rotation and scaling of

an object, color specification of the object's parts, animation sequences,

and contouring on the object's surface. Although program MOVIE.BYU was

not specifically designed to process finite element data, it may be used to

*Research sponsored by the Office of Fusion Energy, U.S. Department
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produce displays of complex finite element models with the hidden lines

removed. To date this feature has been omitted from the PAFEC graphics

system. To access this desirable feature, a subprogram, PAFMOV, has been

written that will create files formatted specifically for program MOVIE.BYU

from a PAFEC BSF. This conversion allows the user of the PAFEC system to

access the capabilities of program MOVIE.BYU.

Section 2 presents the accessing and execution of subprogram PAfMOV

on the Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL) Fusion Energy Division's (FED)

DEC System-10. Section 3 presents the integration of subprogram PAFMOV

with the PAFEC Level 3.3 system. Section 4 demonstrates the capabilities

of subprogram PAFMOV through a sample problem.

2. EXECUTING SUBPROGRAM PAFMOV

Subprogram PAFMOV is located in the USR: area of the ORNL FED DEC

System-10 along with the rest of the PAFEC system programs. It may be

accessed through a PAFEC control command:

MOVIE.BYU

This command creates program MOVIE.BYU formatted data files in PHASE 3,

PHASE 5, or PHASE S. The individual phase must also be included in the

control file since these phases are not executed by default.

The commands MOVIE.BYU and PHASE=3 or MOVIE.BYU and PHASE=5 create a

program MOVIE.BYU formatted geometry file named JOBNO3.GEO or JOBNO5.GEO,

respectively. This file is ready to be read into the program MOVIE.BYU

without any further processing.

For outputting displacement data or temperature data, the following

module is included in the PAFEC finite element data input file-.

MOVIE.BYU.INPUT

MOVIE.LOAD.CASE

X, Y, Z, ...

where X, Y, Z ... represents a list of load case numbers for which results

*re desired. If this module is omitted, subprogram PAFMOV will default to

outputting results for load case number 1. The MOVIE.BYU command along

with PHASE=8 must be included in the control file for outputting results.



The displacements are formatted for input as program MOVIE.BYU displacements

and will be stored in files: JOBNO8.OOX, JO3NO8.0OY, JOBNO8.002, ... for

the required load case number X, V, Z ... '"̂e temperature data are in the

fcrmat of a program MOVIE.BYU scaJ ar fun- ^ n '.ile and will be stored in

files: JOBNT8.OOX, JOBNT8.0OY, JOBNT8.OOZ, ... for the required load case

number X, Y, Z ... . (For a discussion of the required formats, see Ref. 2.)

The next section of the report discusses the structure of subprogram PAFMOV.

3. DOCUMENTATION FOR SUBPROGRAM PAFMOV

Subprogram PAFMOV is written in FORTRAN-104 for a DEC System-10 computer.

To ensure program transportability between different types of computing equip-

ment at other PAFEC installations, the program uses the PAFEC RO9800 series

subroutines to perform all of the data transfers to and from the PAFEC BSF.

As with the PAFEC system, the two common arrays BASE and IBASE are used to

store the necessary model information.

Appendix A shows flow charts of the subprogram PAFMOV subroutines which

are included in a PHASE 3 or PHASE 5 PAFEC execution. All of the necessary

PAFEC subroutines are included in the PAF75.REL library. Appendix B shows

flow charts of the subprogram PAFMOV subroutines which are included in a

PHASE 3 PAFEC execution. Again, all of the necessary PAFEC subroutines are

included in the PAF75.REL library. The PAF75.REL library is linked during

normal PAFEC PHASE 3, PHASE 5, or PHASE 8 executions.

Files FMODEF.DAT1 and MACGD. DAT * '-* were modified to include commands

for subprogram PAFMOV in the PAFEC control statements. These are the only

PAFEC files which must be altered for subprogram PAFMOV. Also, the PAFEC

BSF is not altered in any way by subprogram PAFMOV during execution.

Subprogram PAFMOV

Subprogram PAFMOV consists of five subroutines external to the PAFEC

library. Three of these (MAKGEO, REAR, and SOLTOP) are required for a

conversion of the basic model geometry definitions from the PAFEC (BSF) to

program MOVIE.BYU data. The remaining two subroutines are required for

reformatting results: PAFDIS reformats the nodal deflection data, and

PAFTEM reformats the nodal temperature data.



Subroutine MAKGEO is accessed with a call from the PHASE 3 FORTRAN

with a single argument, FILENM. FILENM is the file name used for the result-

ing program MOVIE.BYU geometry file. It is defined in MACGD.DAT and is

generated through normal execution of the PAFEC program MACSW. The geometry

information is immediately passed in three modules from the BSF into the

common array BASE. The three modules are the nodal coordinates (MODI), the

element definitions (MOD17), and the element pointers (MOD18) . The PAFEC

routine RO9800 is used for these three transfers along with PAFEC routine

R09806, which returns the common array BASE parameters for each of the

modules.

The elements are looped through to determine the number of groups

included in the model geometry. A call is then made to subroutine REAR,

which processes the element topology data. Upon return to subroutine

MAKGEO, all of the necessary MOVIE.BYU input data have been stored and are

awaiting output. Program MOVIE.BYU control information is output first and

includes number of parts, number of nodes, number of elements, and number

of corners. Part definitions, nodal coordinates, and element topologies

are then written to the data file. Execution returns to the PHASE 3 MAIN

routine which terminates the PHASE 3 run. MAKGEC is included in a PHASE 5

execution in an identical manner.

Subroutine REAR° performs the reordering of element topologies in

addition to computing the necessary model control parameters. Two factors

require the reordering of element topologies. First, the element topology

input order included in the PAFEC system is different from that included

in program MOVIE.EYU. Secondly, all three-dimensional (3-D) brick elements

in the PAFEC model must be redefined as a group of panels since program

MOVIE.BYU allows only panels or plane elements.

Subroutine REAR loops through the groups processing all elements belong-

ing to the present group. The element type is used to determine the required

element topology mapping. An additional subroutine, SOLTOP, is called to

process the topology of all 3-D brick elements. Subroutine REAR keeps

track of the total number of panels being defined, the total number of

element vertices defined, and the first and last element number included

in each group (information used to determine the user's parts definition).



The topologies and group definitions are written out ont^ two temporary

disk storage files. These are read back in and rewritten in program MOVIE.BYU

format by subroutine MAKGEC.

Subroutine SOLTOP is called by subrouting REAR for each 3-D brick ele-

ment encountered. Subroutine SOLTOP contains the topology mappings to

translate from five- or six-sided elements to five- or six-panel elements.

The topology is written onto a temporary disk file and is later used by sub-

routine MAKGEO.

Subroutine PAFDIS formats the PAFEC nodal deflection data for program

MOVIE.BYU and is called in the PHASE 8 FORTRAN. Subroutine PAFDIS uses the

PAFEC subroutine R09800 to transfer all necessary data modules from the

PAFEC BSF into the common array BASE. These modules include the degree of

freedom list (MOD2), the local coordinate list (M0D4), the displacements

(MOD6), direction cosines for local coordinates (M0D69), the list of non-

structural nodes (MOD137), and the desired load case list (MOD198). (MOD198

has baen added to FMODEF,DAT specifically for use v.ith program PAFMOV and

will be discussed later.)

After checking that displacements have been calculated, subroutine

PAFDIS sets a flag indicating whether the model is two- or three-dimensional.

For a 2-D model, all Z displacements are set to zero. The node list is then

looped through for each degree of freedom. Each node is checked for output

coordinate systems. If local coordinate systems are encountered, displace-

ments are rotated to the global system. Any nonstructural nodes encountered

in the list have their X, Y, Z displacements set to zero. The X, Y, Z

displacements are then output for each node. After the final load case

has been processed, control is returned to the PHASE 8 MAIN program.

^nbroutine PAFTEM is called from the PHASE 8 FORTRAN and formats nodal

temperature data for program MOVIE.BYU. Subroutine PAFTEM uses the PAFEC

subroutine RO9800 to transfer the degree of freedom list (MOD2), the nodal

temperature data (MOP67), and the requested load case numbers (MOD198) from

the BSF to the common array BASE. A check is performed to ensure that

temperatures have been computed. The nodes are looped through for each

load case outputting the nodal temperatures into program MOVIE.BYU format.

After all load cases have been processed, execution is returned to the

PHASE 8 MAIN routine.



The PAFEC system files FMODEF.DAT and MACGD.DAT were modified to

integrate subprogram PAFMOV into the PAFEC system. Module 198 was added

to FMODEF.DAT and is used to store information about load cases to be

output. The module header for module 198 is MOVIE.BYU.INPUT. A single

column header, MOVIE.LOAD.CASE, is used with a default code of -41. This

code defines a list of unknown length with a default entry of 1. Informa-

tion regarding FMODEF.DAT can be found in the PAFEC 75 Systems Manual.1

The command MOVIE.BYU was added to the file MACGD.DAT to give the

PAFEC user a means to access subprogram PAFMOV. If MOVIE.BYU is stated

in a PAFEC. data deck control file, a call to MAKGEO will ie included in

PHASE 3 FORTRAN, PHASE 5 FORTRAN, and PHASE 8 FORTRAN. The link step for

each of these phases has been modified to link subprogram PAFMOV into the

execution of PHASE 3, 5, or 8. File MACGD.DAT is documented in the

PAFEC 75 Systems Manual.k

4. SAMPLE PROBLEM

Segments of a finite element analysis are presented to demonstrate

the facility of subprogram PAFMOV. A circular superconducting coil case

along with portions of a support structure has been modeled using quad-

ralateral plate (44200) and simple beam (34000) elements. The model

includes approximately 451 nodes and 549 elements.

The necessary PAFEC commands accessing subprogram PAFMOV are shown

in Fig. 1. A PAFEC PHASE 3 plot of the finite element data is presented

in Fig. 2. Figure 3 is a program MOVIE.BYU plot of the entire coil case.

The MOVIE.BYU hidden line algorithm has been accessed to clarify the com-

plicated mesh. This can be seen in Fig. 4. Figure 5 represents the

deflected coil resulting from a lateral load. Note the displacements

may be scaled to any convenient value in program MOVIE.BYU. Figure 6

demonstrates the "PARTS" option of program MOVIE.BYU.



CONTROL
NfiMZ. S3T4
RSfiCTICKS

SiWZ. PLOTS
KGVSi.SYU
p;-i£sz=i
Bia.SZ=73G0

Fig. 1. A partial listing of a PAFEC input data deck
including the necessary commands for accessing subprogram

PAFMOV on the ORNL FED DEC system-10.
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Fig. 2. A PAFEC phase 3 plot of a one-third symmetric
section of a coil case model with the elements blown up.



Fig. 3. A MOVIE.BYU plot of the full 360c

coil case without hidden lines removed.



Fig. 4. A MOVIE.BYU plot of the full 360'
coil case with hidden lines removed.



Fig. 5. A MOVIE.BYU plot of the deformed coil case
with hidden lines removed. The deflections were
exaggerated using the scale command in MOVIE.BYU.



Fig. 6. A MOVIE.BYU plot of a one-third symmetric section
of a coil case including a support leg. The MOVIE.BYU parts

option was used to plot the desired coil segment.
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5. CONCLUSIONS

A subprogram, PAFMOV, has been presented which formats program MOVIE.BYU

input files from a PAFEC BSF. The program is easy to use ind extends both

the pre- and postprocessing capabilities of the PAFEC system.
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APPENDIX A

Included are flow charts of all subprogram PAFMOV subroutines which

are accessed in formatting program MOVIE.BYU geometry data from a PAFEC

BSF.



ORNLDWG 81-3120 FED

SUBROUTINE MAKGEO

BRING IN GEOMETRY
DATA FROM 8.S.F.

'READ IN CONTROL
AND PARTS LISTS
FROM TEMPORARY;
DISK FILE

WRITE CONTROL INFORMATION
AND PARTS LIST

WRITE NODAL
COORDINATES

READ IN TOPOLOGY
DATA FROM
TEMPORARY DISK
FILE



OflNL-OWG 81-3121 FED

SUBROUNTINE REAR

.»- .
START

INITIALIZE
COUNTERS

DEFINE TOPOLOGY
MAPS

±
^ DO 150 .'1=1, WGflOUP

nz
NEIG=O

WRITE "ILLEGAL
ELEMENT TYPE
ENCOUNTERED"



ORNL-DWG 81-3122 FEU

170

175

INPL(J) = BASE(IPOINT+IMAP(J,K))

WRITE TOPOLOGY
LIST TO TEMPORARY
DISK STORAGE

130 }

ITNE=ITNE+NPANEL
ICOUNT=ICOUNT+NUMNOD
NEIG=NEIG+NPANEL

i
CONTINUE

1
CONTINUE

WRITE PART
DEFINITION TO
TEMPORARY DISK
STORAGE

I
<( CONTINUE



ORNL OWG 91-3123 FEO

SUIR'.UNTINE SOLTOP

.» •».

STAHT

INPL-BASE|1HTPO2<-ABSOOH2IJ,K3I)>|

I



Appendix B

Included are flow charts of all subprogram PAFMOV subroutines accessed

in post solution processing. These are the subroutines which generate the

program MOVIE.BYU displacement and scalar function files.



ORNL OWG SI 3124 FED

SUBROUTINE PAFOIS

/SI.CONSTANTS /
/ FROMIBASE /

/BRING IN NECESSARY /
/ •SOOU16SFR0MB.S.F./

SET OIMENSION OF
ANALYSIo FROM JR0W2

<( 0 0 300 I ' l .NLDC



ORNIOWG f-3125 FED

IC1=0 |

WRITE X.Y.2
DISPLACEMENTS
FOR TWO NOOES

WRITE X,Y,Z
DISPLACEMENTS



ORNLDWG 81-3126 FED

SUBROUTINE PAFTEM

'BRING NECESSARY
MODULES IN FROM B•S.F./

DO 100 I=1,NLDC

GENERATE OUTPUT
FILE NAME

WRITE NODAL TEMPERATURES
IN GROUPS OF SIX


